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I wanted to get the following in beamer:
on the first overlay text + reserved place for a figure
on the next overlay: text + visible figure.

Problem: \pause or \uncover or \onslide or \only along with
\includegraphics do not work as these commands will not reserve
the space for the picture.

This problem is probably only in Linux and not on a Mac :(
**Definition**

A ribbon graph is a multigraph that is embedded in an orientable surface, such that its complement is a disjoint union of disks.
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Different embeddings of same graph
Code which does not work

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Graphics Problem: Jumping text}

\begin{definition}
A ribbon graph is a multigraph that is embedded in an orientable surface, such that its complement is a disjoint union of disks.
\end{definition}

\pause

\begin{definition}
A quasi-tree of a ribbon graph is a spanning ribbon subgraph with one face.
\end{definition}

\pause

\only<3>{
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[scale=.2]{rg3}
\put(-200,-20){Different embeddings of same graph}
\end{center}}

\end{frame}
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Different embeddings of same graph
Define command \texttt{\protect\textbackslash reserveandshow}

% Include a graphics, reserve space for it but
% show it on the next frame.
% Parameters:
% #1 Which slide you want it on
% #2 Previous slides
% #3 Options to \protect\includegraphics (optional)
% #4 Name of graphic
\newcommand{\reserveandshow}[4]{%
  \phantom{\protect\includegraphics<#2>[#3]{#4}}%
  \protect\includegraphics<#1>[#3]{#4}%
}
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http://www.nabble.com/Uncovering-figures-td14785368.html